Abstract. When the network security threats alarm as evidence appeared, from these alarm properties were then able to predict the future attack important information, such as attack source, is the object of attack and attack port, etc. But the information is not enough to reflect the invaders attack intention. This paper puts forward a kind of attack intention recognition called D-S evidence theory method.
Introduction
D-S (Dempster -Shafer) evidence theory is put forward in the 1960s by the Dempster, and then the Shafer system perfect a set of mathematical theory, it is to bayesian probability theory further expansion. D-S evidence theory does not need to know in advance the prior probability can be information fusion. And, through the d-s evidence synthesis rules can along with the arrival of the new evidence calculated each attack the credibility of the purpose of redistribution.
The uncertainty in the real world can be divided into two kinds: one kind is objective uncertainty, also known as accidental uncertainty, such uncertainty is caused by observation system according to random way operation; Another kind is subjective uncertainty, also called cognition uncertainty, produce this kind of uncertainty reason is lack of understanding about be observation system. Compared with the classical bayesian probability theory, the d-s evidence theory is more suitable for characterization due to lack of understanding from the subjective uncertainty. And the traditional bayesian theory, compared with d-s evidence theory dealing with the human according to the observed evidence, the problem of coke yuan produced by the "trust", not "probability".
Important concepts of D-S evidence method
Frame of Discernment. Set U said proposition X all possible value of the theory field collection, and all in the U elements within a room is incompatible, then say U for X recognition framework:
. Mass function. D-S evidence theory is one of the most important function, known as the basic possibility assigned function m (mass function), which are defined as follows:
Given recognition frame U, a map m on the power set 2 Given recognition framework U, m:2 U → [0,1] is reliability distribution on U, defined the following function:
:
We called bel is Belief function on U, it means all the possibility of X's subset sum of measure, namely to X's total trust. D-S synthetic rules. Set Bel1 and Bel2 are two trust functions based on the same recognition framework on U , a m and m are respectively corresponding basic reliable function, focus elements are 1 , , ,
(2) After synthesis basic possibility distribution function is:
In equation (3), if K≠1, m determines a basic possibility distribution; If K = 1, then we think m 1 and m 2 existing contradiction, it's unable to combine the basic possibility distribution.
Through the type of evidence for two two comprehensive, get comprehensive possibility distribution value. For more evidence calculation can also according to the D-S evidence combination method recursion, and more evidence synthesis and order have nothing to do.
Attack intention recognition
In extracting the future attacks on the basis of the evidence, first define different types of evidence on the various attack intention the credibility of the distribution, and then, according to the appearance of evidence to attack intention credibility distribution using d-s evidence theory of synthesis, and ultimately get more evidence synthesis attack intention after the credibility of the distribution, the credibility of the highest attack intention as intention recognition output.
Intention recognition of d-s evidence theory framework as shown in figure 1 shows, the main points of the following phases:
(1) Structure recognition framework, which determine the problem may be involved in the attack intention set (4)Using D-S evidence synthesis rules to compute two evidence body under the joint action of recognition framework each attack intention credibility; (5)According to the arrival of the new evidence, the d-s evidence synthesis rules of credibility redistribution; (6)Through the final attack intention to determine the credibility of the distribution of the output of the intention recognition.
Experiment
We take the experiment according to the DARPA2000 LLDoS1.0 attack scene on 172.16.115.20 attack.
Set against the intention may have: information steal (A 1 ), information manipulation (A 2 ), super user permissions (A 3 ), DDoS attack (A 4 ), the structure of the attack intention recognition framework is { } Table 1 . Table 1 . Attack intention synthesis under Evidence 1 and Evidence2 Attack intention 
Conclusion
Based on D-S theory, in the moment evidence 3 happened, speculated that the most likely attack intention for super user permissions is A 3 , credibility is 0.42, at this time the attacker makes Sadmind buffer loophole attack, attack intention is user permissions; in the moment evidence 4 happened, the most possible attack intention is DDoS attack A 4 , credibility is 0.58, the evidence proved that the attacker installed the malicious programs, likely to attack other host. The result of reasoning with facts coincide.
